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QUESTIONS PRESENTED 
 
I. Whether a determination that the purchase and sale of unsponsored 

American Depository Receipts occurred in the United States is sufficient 

for application of Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 

when the Supreme Court has held that the exclusive focus of a 

domesticity analysis is on the location of the transaction? 

II. Whether an attorney is subject to primary liability under Rule 10b-5(a) 

and (c) for dissemination of fraudulent statements when she drafted the 

fraudulent misrepresentations, condensed them into a slide deck for 

presentation to investors, and included them in financial statements 

posted online on a corporate Investor Relations webpage? 
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STATUTORY AND REGULATORY PROVISIONS 
 
 This case presents a question of the interpretation of 17 C.F.R. § 

240.10b-5 (2018) and the statutes from which it derives, including 15 U.S.C. § 

78j(b) (2018) and 15 U.S.C. § 78t(e) (2018). The relevant text is reproduced in 

the appendix. 

STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

 
Statement of Facts 
 

In 2009, New York native Gianni Marconi founded Alcollezione, a wine 

and spirits company based in Italy. R. at 1. Shortly thereafter, the company 

hired Defendant-Respondent Ava Cato as General Counsel. R. at 2. Cato played 

an instrumental role in establishing the company's headquarters in Milan and 

designing the company’s corporate structure. Id. She designed Alcollezione as a 

privately held corporation. See id.  

The company grew quickly and expanded their product lines into several 

areas of the beverage industry. Id. In 2011, Marconi and his partner, Benny 

Factor, decided to take the company public to continue its success. R. at 3. As 

part of this process, the company created an “Investor Relations” page on the 

company’s website. Id. This page included financial statements, corporate 

disclosures, and investor materials in both Italian and English. Id. 

After creating this section of their website, Alcollezione closed a public 

offering of 20,000,000 shares of its common stock and listed the stock on the 

Italian stock exchange. Id. The IPO raised the capital needed to expand its 

markets across Europe and into the United States. Id. Marconi, Factor, and 

Cato traveled to New York City together and remarked on the popularity of 
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their drinks in the states. Id. In 2016, Marconi interviewed with an American 

magazine, Slow Company, and discussed Alcollezione’s success in America. R. 

at 4. As the company’s drinks grew in popularity in the United States, Marconi 

considered forming a local subsidiary in the United States or sponsoring an 

American Depository Receipt (ADR) in order to get better access to American 

capital markets. Id. Ultimately, Marconi demurred on both fronts. Id. 

In 2016, Doris Schutt, who worked at Hansen Bank and Trust and was 

an acquaintance of Marconi’s, notified Marconi that she planned to set up an 

unsponsored ADR to allow American investors to purchase Alcollezione stock. 

Id. Marconi gave his blessing to the transaction and weeks later, Hansen Bank 

filed an F-6 form and registered the unsponsored Alcollezione ADRs. Id. The 

ADRs traded over-the-counter and various hedge fund managers (the 

“Investors”) purchased them in New York and Connecticut through Hansen 

Bank and Trust employees. Id.  

Later that year, Cato met with Marconi and Factor to discuss Marconi’s 

concern that the company’s market share was becoming more limited. R. at 5. 

Marconi suggested a new product, spiked mineral water, which he called 

Frizzantissimo. Id. Cato expressed her support for the new product in 

enthusiastic terms without researching whether there were any legal hurdles 

regarding the sale of alcoholic sparkling beverages. Id. 

Shortly after the executives met, Alcollezione’s stock faltered due to 

tightening beverage regulations. Id. In order to reassure shareholders, Marconi 

wanted to announce the development of Frizzantissimo at the Annual Meeting. 

Id. He sought assurances from Cato that the product complied with existing 
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Italian regulations. Id. Having done some research, Cato told Marconi that 

compliance would be “an uphill climb” and that releasing the product “seemed 

unlikely in the short-term.” Id. Marconi insisted that investors needed to hear 

about the product. Id. Despite her misgivings, Cato drafted assurances that the 

product would be “approved and ready for market in the second quarter of 

2018.” R. at 6. She consolidated these assurances and inserted them into a 

slide deck for Marconi to present at an investor meeting. Id. Her assurances 

were again repeated in pro-forma financial statements and posted on the 

English language webpage. Id. 

Using Cato’s slide deck, Marconi presented Cato’s assurances to 

investors at the annual shareholder meeting. Id. Immediately after the 

shareholder meeting, the stock and ADRs rose by eight percent. Id. The 

presentation and assurances were also posted on Alcollezione’s Investor 

Relations webpage. Id. The stock and ADRs continued to trend upward; rising 

fourteen percent through 2018. Id. At no time did Cato confirm whether the 

new product would comply with regulations or production standards. Id. 

Then, in March 2018, Italian regulators informed Alcollezione that the 

alcoholic sparkling water ran afoul of multiple quality-control standards. Id. 

Subsequently, all production of the new product ceased. Id. As a direct result 

of the product failure, the company’s stock and ADR price dropped. Id. The 

American ADR Investors lost twenty-seven percent of their investment. Id. 

Procedural History 

 
The Investors sued for $6.1 million in damages on September 6, 2018 in 

the United States District Court for the District of Fordham. R. at 7. The claims 
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against Alcollezione settled out of court for an undisclosed amount by the end 

of September 2018. Id. The Investors also brough suit against Marconi, Factor, 

and Cato as executives of Alcollezione (collectively, the “Executives”) liable for 

securities fraud in violation of Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 

1934 (the “Act”) and Rule 10b-5 promulgated thereunder. Id. Specifically, the 

complaint alleged that the Executives made false and misleading statements in 

connection with a domestic security transaction. Id. All the Executives signed 

waivers of service. Id. 

On October 17, 2018, the Executives filed three motions to dismiss for 

failure to state a claim upon which relief can be granted pursuant to Rule 

12(b)(6). Id. All the motions to dismiss claimed that the Executives did not act 

in connection with a domestic transaction covered by the Act. Id. Factor and 

Cato additionally moved to dismiss the complaint against them because neither 

of them could be primarily liable as the “makers” of the false and misleading 

statements. R. at 7-8. Factor also moved to dismiss the complaint against him 

for the lack of sufficiency of the pleadings to give rise to a strong inference of 

scienter. R. at 8. On November 21, 2018, the District Court granted only 

Factor’s motion to dismiss. Id. Marconi then settled with the Investors for an 

undisclosed amount, leaving Cato as the sole remaining defendant. Id. 

Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1292(b) (2018), the District Court certified two 

issues for an interlocutory appeal of the two issues in Cato’s motion to dismiss. 

R. at 8. The Fourteenth Circuit Court of Appeals reversed and granted Cato’s 

motion to dismiss. R. at 23. The Investors petitioned this Court to consider 

whether the transfer of ADRs in the United States is a domestic transaction 
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covered by the Act and whether the drafter of false and misleading statements 

is primarily liable in a private action under Rule 10b-5. R. at 8-9. On February 

3, 2020, this Court granted certiorari. R. at 34. 

STANDARD OF REVIEW 
 

The district court’s denial of a 12(b)(6) motion to dismiss is reviewed de 

novo. Crystallex Int’l Corp. v. Petroleos de Venezuela, S.A., 839 F.3d 79, 83 n.6 

(3d Cir. 2018). At the pleadings stage, a plaintiff’s factual allegations are to be 

taken as true and construed in the light most favorable to the plaintiff. 

Christopher v. Harbury, 536 U.S. 403, 406 (2002). A plaintiff’s complaint “must 

contain sufficient factual matter, accepted as true, to state a claim for relief 

that is plausible on its face.” Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 556 U.S. 662, 678 (2009).  

SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT 
 

Section 10(b) of the Securities and Exchange Act reaches Alcollezione’s 

fraudulent misstatements because the purchase and sale of Alcollezione’s 

unsponsored ADRs occurred on American soil. In Morrison v. National Australia 

Bank Ltd., 561 U.S. 247, 267 (2010), this Court established an “exclusive 

focus” on the domesticity of the transaction to determine whether the 

Securities Acts apply to transactions with foreign components. Because the 

transactions occurred in America, the presumption against exterritoriality is 

fully satisfied. The Second Circuit improperly upended the Morrison ruling in 

Parkcentral Global Hub v. Porsche Automobile Holdings, 763 F.3d 198, 217 (2d 

Cir. 2014). Because the Fourteenth Circuit erred in relying on Parkcentral’s 

faulty holding, this Court should reverse the court below and remand this case 

for further proceedings against Cato. In the alternative, should this Court 
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choose to apply Parkcentral’s economic realities test, Alcollezione and the 

unsponsored ADRs still had sufficient connection to the United States to apply 

Section 10(b). Thus, regardless of whether this Court overrules Parkcentral, 

this Court should find in favor of the Petitioners and reverse the court below. 

Furthermore, Cato was a disseminator of false statements subject to 

primary liability under Lorenzo v. SEC, 139 S. Ct. 1094, 1102 (2019), because 

she drafted the misstatements, consolidated them into the slide deck and 

financial statements, and made their distribution possible. R. at 6. The court 

below erred and violated stare decisis by cabining Lorenzo to its facts. R. at 20. 

This Court should fully uphold Lorenzo because the Lorenzo decision correctly 

assessed the plain meaning of the text of Rule 10b-5 and applied Congressional 

intent to “root out” securities fraud. 139 S. Ct. at 1104. For these reasons and 

because Congress did not intend to leave victims of securities fraud without a 

remedy, this Court should reverse the circuit court below and find that Cato is 

primarily liable under Rule 10b-5(a) and (c). 

ARGUMENT 

 
The modern American economy is an economy without borders. Since 

the 1930s when securities laws originated, Congress and the courts have 

continuously refined these laws to counter fraud in the changing landscape of 

the American economy. See SEC v. Capital Gains Research Bureau, Inc., 375 

U.S. 180, 195 (1963). This Court has stated that through the securities laws, 

“Congress intended to root out all manner of fraud in the securities industry. 

And it gave to the [Securities Exchange] Commission the tools to accomplish 

that job.” Lorenzo, 139 S. Ct. at 1104. The court below erred by limiting Section 
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10b under Parkcentral, cabining Lorenzo, and violating Congressional intent to 

protect victims of securities fraud. This case provides the Court with the 

opportunity to fulfill Congressional intent by reversing the court below and 

remanding this case for further proceedings. 

I.  RULE 10b-5 APPLIES TO THE INVESTORS’ PURCHASE OF 
UNSPONSORED ADRs BECAUSE THE DOMESTICITY OF THE 
TRANSACTIONS IS SUFFICIENT TO SATISFY THE PRESUMPTION 

AGAINST EXTRATERRITORIALITY.  
 

The first issue requires this Court to decide whether Section 10(b) applies 

to investors’ purchase of unsponsored ADRs on American soil. This Court 

adopted a bright-line transactional test to determine whether Section 10(b) 

applies to a transaction with some extra-territorial aspects in Morrison v. 

National Australia Bank Ltd., 561 U.S. 247, 266 (2010). The transactional test 

from Morrison requires this Court to apply Section 10(b) when the purchase or 

sale of securities occurred within the United States. Id. Most Circuit Courts 

hold that the purchase or sale of securities is domestic when irrevocable 

liability to complete the purchase or sale accrues or title is transferred on 

American soil. See, e.g., Stoyas v. Toshiba Corp., 896 F.3d 933, 948 (9th Cir. 

2018); United States v. Georgiou, 777 F.3d 125, 136 (3d Cir. 2015); Absolute 

Activist Value Master Fund Ltd. v. Ficeto, 677 F.3d 60, 67-68 (2d Cir. 2018); 

Quail Cruises Ship Mgmt. Ltd. v. Agencia De Viagens Cvc Tur Limitada, 645 F.3d 

1307, 1310-11 (11th Cir. 2011); SEC v. Benger, No. 09C676, 2013 WL 593952, 

at *9 (N.D. Ill. Feb. 15, 2013). The Second Circuit is an outlier on this issue 

and has held that court must analyze the economic reality of a securities 

transaction in addition the location of the purchase and sale of the securities to 
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determine domesticity. Parkcentral Glob. Hub v. Porsche Auto. Holdings, 763 

F.3d 198, 217 (2d Cir. 2014).  

This Court should overrule Parkcentral and confirm the Morrison Court’s 

ruling that a domestic transaction is sufficient for Section 10(b) to apply. 

Because irrevocable liability accrued for the Investors’ purchase unsponsored 

ADRs within the United States, this Court should find that Section 10(b) 

applies to the transactions sub judice. In the alternative, if this Court upholds 

Parkcentral, this Court should find that the Investors’ purchase of unsponsored 

ADRs distinguishes this case from Parkcentral and passes the economic 

realities test set forth by Parkcentral.    

A. The majority below erred in relying on Parkcentral because Parkcentral 
violated mandatory authority and reverted to the overruled conduct 
and effects test under a new name. 

 
Both Parkcentral and the court below erred by upending mandatory 

Supreme Court authority. Without question, Supreme Court rulings are 

mandatory authority for the Circuit Courts. Rodriguez de Quijas v. Shearson, 

490 U.S. 477, 484 (1989); Nunez-Reyez v. Holder, 646 F.3d 684, 692 (9th Cir. 

2011). In Morrison, this Court overruled the “conduct and effects” test 

previously followed by the Second Circuit and criticized the test as 

“unpredictable” and unrooted in statutory language. 561 U.S. at 255-56. 

Parkcentral improperly and impermissibly violated mandatory authority and 

reverted to the conduct and effects test under a new name. This Court should 

therefore reverse the majority opinion below, because it erred in following 

Parkcentral and effectively reinstated the conduct and effects test under a new 

name. 
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In Morrison, this Court established a bright-line transactional test for 

domesticity while overruling the Second Circuit’s conduct and effects test. 561 

U.S. at 255-56. This Court sharply criticized the conducts and effects test for 

its inconsistent, unpredictable results and for lacking any textual basis in 

Section 10(b) or the rules promulgated thereunder. Id. at 256, 258. According 

to this Court, the most “damning indictment” of the test was its lack of clarity: 

an extraterritorial factor could be dispositive in one case and unimportant in 

another. Id. at 258-59. Overruling the conducts and effects test, the Court 

undertook a close textual analysis of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and 

adopted a bright-line transactional test with an “exclusive focus” on whether 

the purchase or sale of a security was domestic. Id. at 267. By its “exclusive 

focus” language, this Court established that the domestic purchase or sale of a 

security is both necessary and sufficient to satisfy the presumption against 

extraterritoriality and apply Rule 10b-5. Id.; Stoyas, 896 F.3d at 949. 

Prior to Morrison, the Second Circuit’s conduct and effects test analyzed 

extraterritoriality along two factors. SEC v. Berger, 322 F.3d 187, 192 (2d Cir. 

2003). The two factors for Second Circuit courts were: “(1) whether the 

wrongful conduct occurred in the United States, and (2) whether the wrongful 

conduct had a substantial effect in the United States or upon United States 

citizens.” Id. Under the first factor, Second Circuit courts reviewed “the nature 

of conduct within the United States as it relates to carrying out the alleged 

fraudulent claims.” Itoba Ltd. v. Lep Grp. PLC, 54 F.3d 118, 123 (2d Cir. 1995) 

(quoting Psimenos v. E.F. Hutton & Co., Inc., 722 F.2d 1041, 1045 (2d Cir. 

1983)). Under the second factor, Second Circuit courts required that the 
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defendant who engaged in fraudulent conduct “must know, or have good 

reason to know, that his conduct will have effects” in the United States. Leasco 

Data Processing Equip. Corp. v. Maxwell, 468 F.2d 1326, 1341 (2d Cir. 1972). 

As criticized in Morrison, the Second Circuit acknowledged that it “would be 

unable to respond” if compelled to find a statutory basis for these factors. 

Morrison, 561 U.S. at 258 (quoting Bersch v. Drexel Firestone, Inc., 519 F.2d 

974, 993 (2d Cir. 1975)). 

In Parkcentral, the Second Circuit violated mandatory authority and 

reverted to the overruled conduct and effects tests under a new name. The 

Parkcentral Court concluded that the location of the purchase or sale of a 

security was necessary, but not sufficient, to satisfy the presumption against 

extraterritoriality. 763 F3d at 216. The Parkcentral Court then analyzed the 

“economic reality” of the transaction to determine whether the claims were so 

“predominantly foreign as to be impermissibly extraterritorial.” Id. at 213, 216. 

In the same way it previously failed to provide any statutory language for its 

conduct and effects test, Morrison, 561 U.S. at 258, the Second Circuit failed 

again in Parkcentral to point to any statutory language to justify its new test. 

763 F.3d at 215. 

The Parkcentral court proceeded to apply the conduct and effects test 

under its new “economic realities” label. Specifically, the court’s decision 

turned on the facts that the defendant, Porsche, made its fraudulent 

statements in Germany; Porsche was not a party to the securities-based swaps 

purchased by the plaintiffs; and Porsche’s fraud was already being investigated 

by the German authorities. Id. at 216. Although the Parkcentral Court did not 
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identify the conduct and effects test by name, the facts it relied on map directly 

onto overruled test. Id. First, the overruled conduct factor required that the 

conduct carrying out the fraudulent activity must occur in the United States. 

Itoba, 54 F.3d at 123. The facts that Porsche made fraudulent statements in 

Germany and that Porsche’s fraud was investigated in Germany both address 

the conduct factor (i.e. whether the fraudulent activities occurred in the United 

States). Parkcentral, 763 F.3d at 216. Secondly, the overruled effects test 

required that the defendant know or have reason to know that “his conduct will 

have effects” in the United States. Leasco, 468 F.2d at 1341. In Parkcentral, the 

fact that Porsche was not a party to the securities-based swap agreements 

directly addresses the effects factor (i.e. whether Porsche could have known 

that its conduct would have effect in the United States). 763 F.3d at 216. Thus, 

although it did not refer the conduct and effects test by name, the Parkcentral 

court applied the overruled test by determining the case based upon facts that 

map directly onto the overruled test. Therefore, Parkcentral violated mandatory 

authority by reviving the test directly and explicitly overruled in Morrison. 

Other cases in the Second Circuit have also concluded that Parkcentral is 

wrongly decided in light of Morrison. Myun-Uk Choi v. Tower Research Capital 

LLC, 890 F.3d 60, 67 (2d Cir. 2018). In Myun-Uk Choi, the Second Circuit 

stated, “Morrison clearly provided that the ‘domestic transaction’ prong is an 

independent and sufficient basis for application of the Securities Exchange Act 

to purportedly foreign conduct.” Id. The court went on to define a domestic 

transaction as one where irrevocable liability is established in the United States 

with no further inquiry into Parkcentral’s economic realities test. Id. See also In 
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re Petrobras, 862 F.3d 250, 262 (2d Cir. 2017) (defining a domestic transaction 

within the reach of U.S. securities laws as one where irrevocable liability is 

incurred or title is transferred in the United States without addressing 

economic realities or Parkcentral).  

Because the circuit court below relied on the Parkcentral Court’s 

erroneous ruling, the decision below must be reversed. Relying on Parkcentral, 

the majority below erroneously applied the overruled conduct and effects test. 

R. at 14. The circuit court argued that Section 10(b) could not be applied 

because the fraudulent statements were “made in Italy and by Italian 

defendants.” R. at 15. This location of the statements is relevant only if the 

majority below was applying the conduct factor and looking to the location of 

the conduct in question. In fact, the circuit court explicitly stated that “where 

the conduct occurs in America, by American defendants, courts may find that 

an application of Section 10(b) is permissibly extraterritorial.” Id.  Secondly, the 

circuit court below stated that it could not apply Section 10(b) because “the 

allegedly fraudulent misstatements were exclusively directed at Italian 

shareholders and would-be shareholders.” Id. Again, this fact is relevant only 

under the effects factor of the overruled test because it addresses whether 

Alcollezione’s actions had effects in the United States. Because this Court has 

explicitly overruled the conduct and effects test, the majority below erred and 

violated mandatory authority by reinstating the test under a new name. 

Therefore, pursuant to Morrison, this Court should reverse the decision below 

and remand for further proceedings. 
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B. The Investors’ domestic purchase of unsponsored ADRs meets the 
bright-line test for domesticity from Morrison.  

 
In addition to overruling the conduct and effects test, this Court has 

established a transactional test under which Section 10(b) applies to a 

domestic purchase and sale of securities. 561 U.S. at 267. In Morrison, 

Australian investors purchased shares in the National Australian Bank, but 

sued for securities fraud under Section 10(b) and the rules promulgated 

thereunder. Id. at 252-53. The Court reviewed the language of 15 U.S.C. § 78jb 

(2018) to determine whether it applied extraterritorially and to what extent a 

transaction must be domestic to fall within the statute. Id. at 262. Specifically, 

this Court stated, “[w]ith regard to securities not registered on domestic 

exchanges, the exclusive focus [is] on domestic purchases and sales.” Id. at 267 

(emphasis added). Indeed, this Court further stated that this is the only 

reading of 10b-5 that is permissible, as all other alternatives “make[] nonsense” 

of the statute. Id. at 267 n.10. See also Stanley v. Schmidt, 369 F. Supp. 3d 

297, 311 (D. Mass. 2019) (emphasizing the exclusive focus on the location of 

the transaction and holding that “transactions effectuated by American 

investors on American soil” were domestic). 

Several Circuit Courts have concluded that a domestic transaction is 

sufficient for application of Section 10(b) and determine domesticity by 

applying an irrevocable liability test. See, e.g., Stoyas, 896 F.3d at 948; 

Georgiou, 777 F.3d at 136; Quail Cruises, 645 F.3d at 1310-11; Benger, 2013 

WL 593952, at *9. Under the irrevocable liability test, the purchase or sale of 

securities occurs when one of the parties binds him or herself to complete the 
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transaction. Ficeto, 677 F.3d at 67. The transaction is domestic if irrevocable 

liability accrues while the purchaser or seller is within the United States. 

Stoyas, 896 F.3d at 948. For example, in Stoyas, investors purchased 

unsponsored ADRs relating to Japanese Toshiba stock while in the United 

States. Id. at 937, 941. After Toshiba participated in substantial accounting 

fraud, the American investors sued for violation of Rule 10b-5. Id. at 938. The 

court found that domestic irrevocable liability was established by the purchase 

of the unsponsored ADRs within the United States. Id. at 949. Moreover, the 

Ninth Circuit ruled that establishing irrevocable liability domestically was 

sufficient for the application of Section 10(b) under Morrison. Id. 

This case is directly analogous to Stoyas and this Court should hold that 

Section 10(b) applies to Petitioners’ purchase of unsponsored ADRs. In 

Morrison, this Court explicitly held that the “exclusive focus” for determining 

the reach of Section 10(b) is on the location of the purchase and sale of the 

securities. 561 U.S. at 267. In Stoyas, the Ninth Circuit adopted the irrevocable 

liability test, which is also used in the Second, Third, Seventh, and Eleventh 

Circuits, to establish domesticity. 896 F.3d at 949. Here, the Investors 

purchased Alcollezione’s unsponsored ADRs in Connecticut and New York. R. 

at 4. Without question, the Investors’ purchase of these ADRs established 

irrevocable liability for the Investors to pay for and accept the securities inside 

the United States. Thus, the transactions occurred domestically. Under 

Morrison and Stoyas, the inquiry ends here. Therefore, this Court should 

uphold Morrison and reverse the court below. 
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C. Even if Parkcentral applies, the Investors’ domestic purchase of 
unsponsored ADRs is distinguishable from Parkcentral and passes the 
economic realities test. 

 
If this Court chooses to uphold the circuit court’s reliance on Parkcentral, 

the Investors’ purchase of unsponsored ADRs passes the economic realities 

test and Section 10(b) should still apply. The economic realities test requires 

the court to analyze the type of security involved and whether a foreign security 

issuer approved the transaction. Parkcental, 763 F.3d at 202; In re Volkswagen 

“Clean Diesel” Mktg., Sales Practices, & Prods. Liab. Litig., No. 2672 CRB (JSC), 

2017 WL 66281, at *5 (N.D. Cal. Jan. 4, 2017). Because Petitioners here 

purchased an unsponsored ADR representing ownership interest in 

Alcollezione stock and Alcollezione approved the issuance of the unsponsored 

ADRs, this Court should hold that Petitioners’ transactions were domestic and 

Section 10(b) applies. 

The type of security in question is essential to the economic realities text. 

Parkcentral, 763 F.3d at 202. In Parkcentral, international hedge funds 

purchased securities-based swap agreements shorting Volkswagen stock based 

on public statements by Porsche that it would not pursue a takeover of 

Volkswagen. Id. at 201.  Because the securities-based swap agreements 

shorted Volkswagen’s German stock, the purchasers would profit if Volkswagen 

stock prices fell. Id. The Second Circuit held that securities-based swap 

agreements are different from other securities because securities-based swap 

agreements “do not involve the actual ownership, purchase, or sale of the 

[underlying] reference security.” Id. Applying the economic realities test, the 

Parkcentral Court held that these transactions were predominantly foreign.  Id. 
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at 216. However, the court noted that its decision depended on the “particular 

character of the unusual security at issue” and that its conclusion may be 

different for more ordinary securities. Id. at 202. See also Friedus v. Barclays 

Bank, PLC, 734 F.3d 132, 135, 139 (2d Cir. 2013) (applying American 

securities laws to domestic purchases of ADRs); Atlantica Holdings, Inc. v. BTA 

Bank JSC, No. 13–CV–5790 (JMF), 2015 WL 144165, at *8 (S.D.N.Y. Jan. 12, 

2015) (distinguishing Parkcentral the basis of the type of security involved and 

holding that Section 10(b) applied to investors’ purchase subordinated debt 

securities).  

Under the economic realities test, a foreign company’s involvement in the 

domestic purchase of securities weighs in favor of finding the transaction 

domestic. In re Volkswagen, 2017 WL 66281, at *5. In In re Volkswagen, the 

court reviewed the application of Section 10(b) to domestic purchases of 

sponsored ADRs. Id. Distinguishing Parkcentral, the court held that ADRs are 

different than securities-based swap agreements because the issuer must take 

“affirmative steps to make its securities available to investors here in the 

United States.” Id. Because Volkswagen arranged for the securities’ issuance, 

the court held that the transaction was domestic and Section 10(b) applied. Id. 

Contra Parkcentral, 763 F.3d at 214 (noting that securities-based swap 

agreements are private contracts that investors enter without agreement or 

“even knowledge” of the issuer of the underlying security).  

Because the type of security is different and Alcollezione gave approval to 

the issuance of unsponsored ADRs in the United States, the transactions sub 

judice are domestic under the economic realities test. In Parkcentral, the 
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Second Circuit emphasized that the type of security in question matters and 

limited its holding to securities-based swap agreements.  763 F.3d at 202. 

Here, the Investors purchased unsponsored ADRs, not securities-based swap 

agreements, and Parkcentral distinguishable under that fact alone. Unlike 

securities-based swaps, unsponsored ADRs represent an actual ownership 

interest in the underlying common stock of Alcollezione. Sarah Dotzel, Note, 

Unsponsored ADRs Falling Through the Cracks: Adapting a Domestic Securities 

Regime to a Global Marketplace, 18 Vand. J. Ent. & Tech. Law 849, 850-51 

(2016). The Parkcentral Court specifically held that its analysis did not apply 

securities like unsponsored ADRs, which represent ownership interest. 763 

F.3d at 206. Instead, the unsponsored ADRs here are analogous to the debt 

securities in Atlantica Holdings, which passed the economic realities test and 

were domestic. 2015 WL 144165, at *8. Like the debt securities in Atlantica 

Holdings, the American Investors in this case are directly impacted by 

Alcollezione’s fraudulent statements. The economic reality, therefore, is that 

ADR transactions are closer to home than securities-based swaps, and this 

Court should apply Section 10(b) to them. 

Furthermore, this case passes the economic realities test because 

Alcollezione encouraged the issuance of the unsponsored ADRs. Like in In re 

Volkswagen, Alcollezione took affirmative steps to allow the issuance of 

unsponsored ADRs in the United States. R. at 4. Specifically, Marconi gave 

approval to Schutt and Hansen Bank for the issuance of the unsponsored 

ADRs. Id. Alcollezione also affirmatively acted to allow unsponsored ADRs by 

making its “Investor Relations” information available in English and by 
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refraining from issuing sponsored ADRs. R. at 28-29. Marconi left the door 

wide open to American involvement in Alcollezione by publicly giving interviews 

to American magazines about the company. R. at 4.  In contrast, in 

Parkcentral, there is no indication that Porsche even knew about the plaintiff’s 

purchase of securities-based swap agreements. 763 F.3d at 214. Thus, because 

Alcollezione took affirmative steps to allow the issuance of the ADRs, this Court 

should rule that the presumption against extraterritoriality is satisfied and 

Section 10(b) applies. 

II.  CATO IS PRIMARILY LIABLE FOR ALCOLLEZIONE’S 
MISREPRESENTATIONS BECAUSE LORENZO WAS CORRECTLY 
DECIDED AND CATO WAS A DISSEMINATOR UNDER LORENZO. 

 
 The second issue requires this Court to determine whether Cato is 

primarily liable to the Investors under Rule 10b-5(a) and (c) although she is not 

primarily liable under Rule 10b-5(b). The distinction between primary and 

secondary liability is only salient in cases, like the this one, where private 

individuals are suing corporate actors for securities fraud. Cent. Bank v. First 

Interstate Bank, 511 U.S. 164, 177 (1994). While the SEC can pursue 

enforcement actions against both those who are primarily liable and those are 

secondarily liable, private plaintiffs have a cause of action only where the 

defendant is primarily liable. Janus Capital Grp. v. First Derivative Traders, 564 

U.S. 135, 143 (2011). This Court has decided that both makers and 

disseminators of misstatements are primarily liable under 10b-5. Id. at 141; 

Lorenzo v. SEC, 139 S. Ct. 1094, 1102 (2019).  

 In this case, Cato was a disseminator of fraudulent misstatements under 

Lorenzo, because she drafted the misstatements and placed them into 
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Marconi’s presentation for the investors and Factor’s financial statements for 

the website. R. at 6. Because the Lorenzo Court correctly interpreted the 

statutory language, applied Supreme Court precedent, and followed 

Congressional intent, stare decisis demands that this Court decline the 

Fourteenth Circuit’s invitation to cabin Lorenzo to its facts. Because Cato is 

primarily liable to the Investors in this matter under Rule 10b-5(a) and (c), this 

Court should reverse the decision below. 

A. Cato disseminated misrepresentations and is subject to primary 
liability under Lorenzo and sections 10b-5(a) and (c).  

 
A disseminator of fraudulent misstatements is primarily liable to private 

investors under Rule 10b-5(a) and (c). Lorenzo, 139 S. Ct. at 1102. In Lorenzo, 

the defendant Lorenzo was an investment banker for Waste2Energy and sent 

two emails to prospective debenture investors for the company. Id. at 1099. 

Lorenzo did not draft the emails. Id. Instead, he sent the material supplied by 

his boss and therefore, lacked ultimate authority over the content of the 

messages. Id. at 1100. Although he was not the “maker” of the misstatements 

and thus, was not liable under Rule 10b-5(b), this Court held that Lorenzo was 

nonetheless primarily liable under 10b-5(a) and (c) for his dissemination of the 

false statements as part of a “scheme” and “course of business” intended to 

defraud investors. Id. at 1101. 

A disseminator is one who directly participates in the distribution of false 

statements as part of a scheme to mislead investors. See id. In Lorenzo, the 

Court noted that “actors tangentially related in dissemination” like “a mailroom 

clerk” would not be liable as disseminators. Id. In SEC v. Fiore, No. 18-CV-
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5474, 2019 WL 4688538, at *1 (S.D.N.Y. Sept. 25, 2019), Fiore owned three 

businesses through which he indirectly owned millions of penny shares in 

Plandai. Fiore paid stock promoters to issue statements encouraging investors 

to purchase Plandai stock and sold his shares when the price rose due to the 

promotion campaign. Id. at *2. The promotions did not disclose that Fiore 

owned the stock or intended to sell it. Id. Although Fiore argued that he did not 

make the statements in question, the court held that Fiore could be liable as a 

disseminator due to his direct participation in the misleading promotional 

campaign. Id. at *7-8. See also Malouf v. SEC, 933 F.3d 1248, 1259-60 (10th 

Cir. 2019) (holding that an investment banker was liable for omissions in SEC 

forms filed by others because he knew that statements in the forms were false 

and failed to correct them); SEC v. SeeThruEquity, LLC, No. 18 Civ. 10374, 

2019 WL 1998027, at *3, *5 (S.D.N.Y. Apr. 26, 2019) (holding that a company 

owner could be liable for misstatements in reports written by others where he 

approved the reports for publication). 

Applying the above precedent, Cato was a disseminator of Alcollezione’s 

fraudulent statements and should be held primarily liable under Rule 10b-5(a) 

and (c). In Fiore, the court held that Fiore was primarily liable as a 

disseminator under Lorenzo because he directly participated in a scheme to 

defraud investors by paying for stock promoters to make misstatements about 

Plandai stock. 2019 WL 4688538, at *7-8. Just like Fiore, Cato directly 

participated in the distributing the false statements by creating the slideshow 

and adding footnotes to the financial statements. R. at 6. Indeed, Cato went 

further than Fiore, who merely paid for the distribution of misstatements. 2019 
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WL 4688538, at *7-8.  Instead, Cato wrote the misstatements herself and 

condensed them into Marconi’s slide deck, which she knew would be presented 

at the Annual Meeting. R. at 6. Cato further footnoted the false statements in 

Factor’s financial statements, which the company posted online for investors to 

see. Id. Both the slide deck and the financial statements were posted to 

Alcollezione’s “Investor Relations” page directly as a result of Cato’s efforts. Id.  

Thus, Cato’s role went far beyond that of a tangential actor, like the mailroom 

clerk discussed in Lorenzo. 139 S. Ct. at 1101. Without Cato’s participation, 

the distribution of the fraudulent statements about Frizzantissimo would not 

have been possible. Therefore, because Cato directly participated in the 

distribution of the fraudulent statements and, indeed, made their distribution 

possible, this Court should hold that Cato was a disseminator and is primarily 

liable under Rule 10b-5.  

B. Lorenzo was correctly decided and should be upheld and applied to 
these facts under the doctrine of stare decisis.  

 
The majority below incorrectly held that the decision in Lorenzo should be 

cabined to its facts. R. at 20. Stare decisis demands that this Court follow its 

prior decisions, especially when the decisions are well-reasoned analyses of an 

underlying statute or rule. See Kimble v. Marvel Entm’t, LLC, 135 S. Ct. 2401, 

2409 (2015) (holding that stare decisis has “enhanced force” regarding prior 

opinions interpreting statutes); Payne v. Tennessee, 501 U.S. 808, 827 (1991). 

Stare decisis in a statutory or rule interpretation case is a “high bar” that is 

difficult to meet. Kimble, 135 S. Ct. at 2405. In fact, “any departure” from stare 

decisis, including limiting a prior case to its facts, requires “‘special 
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justification’—something more than ‘an argument that the precedent was 

wrongly decided.’” Kisor v. Wilkie, 139 S. Ct. 2400, 2422 (2019) (quoting 

Halliburton Co. v. Erica P. John Fund, Inc., 573 U.S. 258, 266 (2014)). The 

Fourteenth Circuit violated stare decisis and this Court’s mandatory authority 

by limiting Lorenzo to its facts without any “special justification.” R. at 20; Kisor, 

139 S. Ct. at 2422. This Court should reverse the decision below because (1) the 

Lorenzo decision correctly interpreted the plain language of Rule 10b-5 and its 

subparts, (2) the Lorenzo Court properly followed prior Supreme Court 

precedent, and (3) Congress did not intend victims of securities fraud to be left 

without a remedy. 

1. The Lorenzo Court correctly recognized the substantial 
overlap between sections 10b-5(a), (b), and (c), and the Lorenzo 
decision dictates that Cato can be liable under subsections 
10b-5(a) and (c) even though she is not liable under 10b-5(b).  

 
This Court correctly recognized in Lorenzo that the expansive language of 

Rule 10b-5 demonstrates the drafter’s intent for the Rule to be broad and 

inclusive. The introductory language to Rule 10b-5 states that “[i]t shall be 

unlawful for any person, directly or indirectly, by the use of any means or 

instrumentality of interstate commerce, or of the mails or of any facility of 

any national securities exchange” to participate in various kinds of securities 

fraud. 17 C.F.R. § 240.10b-5 (2018). The words “any” and “or” are each 

repeated four times in this introductory verbiage and both indicate the broad 

reach of the statute. The word “any” is a broad term defined by Merriam-

Webster as “unmeasured or unlimited in amount, number, or extent.” Any, 

MERRIAMWEBSTER, https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/any (last 
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visited Feb. 18, 2020). Likewise, the word “or,” is a conjunctive word used to 

indicate that any one of several alternatives would be acceptable. Or, 

MERRIAMWEBSTER, https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/or (last 

visited Feb. 18, 2020). By using this broad language, the SEC gave Rule 10b-5 

as expansive reach as possible under the authority granted it by Congress. 

Because the Court recognized and gave meaning to the expansive language of 

10b-5 in Lorenzo, this Court should fully uphold the Lorenzo decision. 

 Additionally, the Lorenzo Court correctly recognized the broad and 

overlapping nature of Rule 10b-5’s subsections. Rule 10b-5(a) states that it is 

unlawful for any person “[t]o employ any device, scheme, or artifice to defraud.” 

§ 240.10b-5(a). Subsection (c) similarly states that it is unlawful “[t]o engage in 

any act, practice, or course of business which operates or would operate as a 

fraud or deceit upon any person.” § 240.10b-5(c). Like the introductory 

language in 10b-5, these subsections again use the words “any” and “or” 

indicating the broad reach of the Rule. Furthermore, the subsections 

necessarily overlap based on the plain language of the Rule: “employ[ing] a 

scheme” to defraud investors under subsection (a) would also necessarily result 

in “engag[ing] in a practice” that would operate as a fraud under subsection (c). 

§ 240.10b-5. Therefore, as the Lorenzo Court correctly concluded, these 

subsections are not mutually exclusive. 139 S. Ct. at 1102.  

Moreover, the Lorenzo Court correctly relied on Supreme Court precedent 

to read Rule 10b-5’s subsections as broad and overlapping. The Court noted 

that the Supreme Court and the SEC have “long recognized the considerable 

overlap between subsections of the Rule.” Id. This holding is supported by the 
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Supreme Court’s records dating all the way back to the origination of securities 

fraud laws in the United States. See Herman & MacLean v. Huddleston, 459 

U.S. 375, 382-83 (1983) (holding that Rule 10b-5 is a “‘catch-all’ antifraud 

provision” that expands liability for securities fraud); United States v. Naftalin, 

441 U.S. 768, 774 (1979) (finding that the word “or” expanded the reach of a 

statute and provided “additional safeguards”); SEC v. Capital Gains Research 

Bureau, Inc., 375 U.S. 180, 198 (1963) (noting that Congress wrote overlapping 

general and specific prohibitions of fraud into the Securities Acts out of an 

“abundance of caution”); In re R.D. Bayly & Co., 19 S.E.C. 733, *8-9 (1945) 

(holding that a company owner’s fraudulent statements and nondisclosures 

subjected him to liability under both Rules 10b5(b) and (c)). Therefore, both the 

plain language of 10b-5’s subsections and this Court’s repeated holdings on 

the expansive nature of the rule support Lorenzo’s outcome and this Court 

should accordingly stand by its holding in Lorenzo. 

Due to the broad and overlapping nature of Rule 10b-5’s subsections, 

conduct solely involving misstatements subjects a disseminator to primary 

liability under 10b-5(a) and (c) even if the disseminator is not a maker of the 

statements under 10b-5(b). In Lorenzo, this Court held that Lorenzo was 

primarily liable for misstatements in emails he sent to investors. 139 S. Ct. at 

1099, 1100. The Court recognized that Lorenzo did not “make” the 

misstatements because he did not have ultimate authority over them when his 

boss “supplied the content” of his emails and directed him to send them. Id. at 

1099, 1101.  However, the Court held that Lorenzo did not escape liability 

simply because his actions did not fit within Rule 10b-5(b), noting “it is hardly 
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unusual for the same conduct to be a primary violation with respect to one 

offense and aiding and abetting with respect to another.” Id. at 1100-02. 

Instead, Lorenzo was primarily liable because he employed a “device,” 

“scheme,” or “course of conduct” to defraud under Rule 10b-5(a) and (c). Id. at 

1101. See also Affiliated Ute Citizens v. United States, 406 U.S. 128, 152-53 

(1972) (holding that two bankers were primarily liable for non-disclosure under 

Rule 10b-5(a) and (c) although they did not make any misstatements under 

Rule 10b-5(b)).  

 Because the plain language and history of the Rule indicate that 10b-5’s 

subsections are overlapping, Cato is primarily liable under subsections 10b-

5(a) and (c) although her actions do not fall within 10b-5(b). In Lorenzo, this 

Court applied the plain meaning of the statute and the case law and concluded 

that Lorenzo was liable under 10b-5(a) and (c) even though he was not a 

“maker” of a misstatement within 10b-5(b). 139 S. Ct. at 1102. In this case, it 

is undisputed that Cato did not have ultimate authority over the fraudulent 

statements and therefore, she is not a “maker” and not primarily liable under 

Rule 10b-5(b). R. at 22, 32. However, the broad language of 10b-5 dictates that 

the inquiry cannot end there. Just as Lorenzo sent false emails, 139 S. Ct. at 

1099, Cato drafted false assurances to investors about the prospects for 

Frizzantissimo, condensed them into a presentation for Marconi, and added 

them to financial statements for Factor, knowing these statements would be 

posted online for investors. R. at 6. In doing these things, Cato participated in 

a “scheme,” “device,” and “course of business” intended to defraud investors 

squarely within 10b-5(a) and (c). § 240.10b-5(a) and (c). Therefore, because 
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Lorenzo was correctly decided on the basis of the plain language of Rule 10b-5, 

this Court should reverse the circuit court and hold that Cato is primarily 

liable under 10b-5(a) and (c).  

2. The Lorenzo decision properly retained the distinction 
between primary and secondary liability and followed prior 
Supreme Court precedent.  

 
The majority below erred in finding that the Lorenzo holding lies in 

tension with prior precedent and should be cabined to its facts. This Court has 

recognized that securities laws intended to prevent fraud should be interpreted 

“not technically and restrictively, but flexibly to effectuate [their] remedial 

purposes.” Capital Gains, 375 U.S. at 195. Prior to Lorenzo, the Supreme Court 

wrote three major opinions developing the distinction between primary and 

secondary liability. Janus, 564 U.S. at 142; Stoneridge Inv. Partners, LLC v. Sci.-

Atlanta Inc., 552 U.S. 148, 160 (2008); Cent. Bank, 511 U.S. at 176. This Court 

addressed all three of these major opinions in Lorenzo and the holding there is 

consistent with the Supreme Court’s prior precedent. 139 S. Ct. at 1103-04. 

Therefore, this Court should firmly uphold the Lorenzo opinion and decline the 

Fourteenth Circuit’s invitation to cabin Lorenzo to its facts.  

This Court has recognized that securities law must be interpreted 

“flexibly” to fulfill Congressional intent to prevent fraud. Capital Gains, 375 

U.S. at 195. Even the majority opinion below recognized that the distinction 

between primary and secondary liability is a developing rule that has been 

“defined and refined” over the years. R. at 17. The Lorenzo decision is simply 

the latest refining effort completed by the Supreme Court and should be fully 

upheld by this Court. 
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The Central Bank, Stoneridge, and Janus cases reflect developing law 

regarding the distinction between primary and secondary liability. In Central 

Bank, this Court distinguished between primary liability and aiding and 

abetting liability. 511 U.S. at 176. The Court held that private plaintiffs cannot 

recover for aiding and abetting because such liability “reaches persons who do 

not engage in the proscribed activities at all but only give a degree of aid to 

those who do.” Id. Several years later in Stoneridge, the Court held that the 

private investors’ claim failed because the investors could not show reliance on 

a private scheme to defraud when they did not know about the scheme until 

after it was over. 552 U.S at 159. Although the issue in Stoneridge was 

reliance, the Court recognized that a “course of conduct includ[ing] both oral 

and written statements” could be actionable by private plaintiffs under Rule 

10b-5. Id. at 158. Finally, in Janus, the Court defined what it means to “make 

an untrue statement” under Rule 10b-5(b). 564 U.S. at 142. The Court 

explicitly dealt with only subsection (b) of Rule 10b-5. Id. at 141 n.4. The Court 

found that a capital management company did not have “ultimate authority” 

over misstatements made by an associated company and held that the capital 

management company was not primarily liable under 10b-5(b). Id. at 138, 142. 

The Lorenzo decision retained the primary and secondary liability 

distinction from prior Supreme Court cases. First, the Lorenzo decision aligned 

with the Central Bank ruling while distinguishing Central Bank’s facts. Lorenzo, 

139 S. Ct. at 1104. In Central Bank, the Court dealt with a tangential actor 

who gave a “degree of aid” to the fraud perpetrated. Cent. Bank, 511 U.S. at 

176. In contrast, Lorenzo was directly involved with the fraud as a 
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disseminator. Lorenzo, 139 S. Ct. at 1104. Similarly, the Lorenzo Court 

recognized that Stoneridge did not address a disseminator’s primary liability 

because Stoneridge focused on reliance. Id. Although its focus was elsewhere, 

the Stoneridge decision supports the outcome in Lorenzo because Stoneridge 

recognized that primary liability was appropriate where conduct was mixed 

with misstatements. Stoneridge, 552 U.S at 159. Finally, the Janus decision 

simply does not apply to disseminator liability, because the Court in Janus 

restricted its analysis to Rule 10b-5(b) whereas Lorenzo addressed all the 

subsections of Rule 10b-5. Compare Janus, 564 U.S. at 141 n.4 with Lorenzo, 

139 S. Ct. at 1104. Even though the Janus ruling did not apply, the Lorenzo 

Court followed the directive of Janus to maintain a clear distinction between 

primary and secondary liability. Lorenzo, 139 S. Ct. at 1104. Thus, the Lorenzo 

Court adopted an “administrable” test: “[t]hose who disseminate false 

statements with intent to defraud are primarily liable under Rules 10b–5(a) and 

(c), § 10(b), and § 17(a)(1), even if they are secondarily liable under Rule 10b–

5(b).” Id. Thus, the Lorenzo Court retained the primary and secondary liability 

distinction and followed the applicable prior Supreme Court precedent. Id.  

Because Lorenzo properly applied Supreme Court precedent and Cato 

was a disseminator, the circuit court erred in relying on the Lorenzo dissent 

and applying Janus to this case. Although Janus remains good law after 

Lorenzo, the Lorenzo Court held that Janus only precludes liability where a 

defendant “neither makes nor disseminates false information” and “is not 

involved in some other form of fraud.” 139 S. Ct. at 1103 (emphasis in original). 

Here, Cato was directly involved in the dissemination of fraudulent statements 
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because she drafted the misstatements and distilled them into a slide show 

and financial statements included in the investor presentation and webpage. R. 

at 6. As a disseminator, Cato does not, as the circuit court erroneously held, fit 

into the Janus carve-out from Lorenzo. R. at 23. Because the circuit court 

below erred by cabining Lorenzo and applying Janus to Cato’s actions, this 

Court should reverse the circuit court and remand this case. 

3. Congress did not intend for victims of securities fraud to be 
left without a remedy and to deny remedy to such victims 

violates public policy. 
 

The purpose of the Securities Acts and the rules promulgated thereunder 

is provide a remedy for those injured by securities fraud. Capital Gains, 375 

U.S. at 195. This Court has unequivocally explained the intent behind 

securities fraud laws: “to substitute a philosophy of full disclosure for the 

philosophy of caveat emptor and thus to achieve a high standard of business 

ethics in the securities industry.’’ Id. at 186. Even in cases where this Court 

has found no primarily liability, it still urges that the securities laws must 

capture fraud and “financial unfairness [that] constitutes fraudulent activity.” 

Cent. Bank, 511 U.S. at 174 (quoting Chiarella v. United States, 445 U.S. 222, 

232 (1980)). The Lorenzo Court recognized that “Congress intended to root out 

all manner of fraud in the securities industry [by passing securities laws]. And 

it gave to the Commission the tools to accomplish that job.” 139 S. Ct. at 1104.  

Cabining Lorenzo to its facts, as the Fourteenth Circuit did, violates 

Congress’ and the Commission’s intent in establishing securities fraud laws by 

denying adequate remedy to victims of securities fraud. If Lorenzo is cabined to 

its facts, then corporate actors who engage in “plainly fraudulent behavior . . . 
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with intent to cheat investors” will be allowed to persist without recourse from 

those they defraud. Lorenzo, 139 S. Ct. at 1102-03. The exact scenario feared 

by this Court in Lorenzo is playing out in this case. The record contains no 

indication that the SEC has pursued or will pursue enforcement action against 

Cato. Thus, if this Court disallows private action, Cato’s dissemination of false 

statements will go without recourse. Because it is against Congressional intent 

and public policy to allow this kind of intentional securities fraud to pass 

without recourse for its victims, this Court should reverse the circuit court 

below. 

Stare decisis demands that any departure from prior interpretation of 

administrative rules have “special justification” beyond the mere argument that 

precedent was wrongly decided. Kisor, 139 S. Ct. at 2422. This is a “high bar,” 

Kimble, 135 S. Ct. at 2405, that Cato cannot meet. The court below violated 

mandatory authority and stare decisis by cabining Lorenzo to its facts without 

special justification. Because the Fourteenth Circuit upended stare decisis, this 

Court must reverse, affirm Lorenzo, and hold that the Investors have a private 

claim against Cato. 

CONCLUSION 

 For the reasons stated herein, Petitioners respectfully request this Court 

to reverse the decision of the circuit court below and remand this case. 

Respectfully Submitted,  

________________________/s/ 
 

Team P09 
Counsel of Record for Petitioners
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APPENDIX 1 
 

15 U.S.C. § 78j (2018). Manipulative and deceptive devices 
 
It shall be unlawful for any person, directly or indirectly, by the use of any 
means or instrumentality of interstate commerce or of the mails, or of 
any facility of any national securities exchange— 
 
(b) To use or employ, in connection with the purchase or sale of any security 
registered on a national securities exchange or any security not so registered, 
or any securities-based swap agreement any manipulative or deceptive device 
or contrivance in contravention of such rules and regulations as the 
Commission may prescribe as necessary or appropriate in the public interest or 
for the protection of investors. 
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APPENDIX 2 
 

15 U.S.C. § 78(t)(e) (2018). Liability of controlling persons and persons 

who aid and abet violations. 
 
(e) Prosecution of persons who aid and abet violations 
For purposes of any action brought by the Commission under paragraph (1) or 
(3) of section 78u(d) of this title, any person that knowingly or recklessly 
provides substantial assistance to another person in violation of a provision of 
this chapter, or of any rule or regulation issued under this chapter, shall be 
deemed to be in violation of such provision to the same extent as the person to 
whom such assistance is provided. 
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APPENDIX 3 
 
17 C.F.R. § 240.10b–5 (2018). Employment of manipulative and deceptive 

devices. 
 
It shall be unlawful for any person, directly or indirectly, by the use of any 
means or instrumentality of interstate commerce, or of the mails or of any 
facility of any national securities exchange, 
 
(a) To employ any device, scheme, or artifice to defraud, 

 
(b) To make any untrue statement of a material fact or to omit to state a 

material fact necessary in order to make the statements made, in the light of 
the circumstances under which they were made, not misleading, or 

 
(c) To engage in any act, practice, or course of business which operates or 

would operate as a fraud or deceit upon any person, 
 
in connection with the purchase or sale of any security. 


